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Dictionary.com it's actually more than just a dictionary, with its myriad features, especially those that can be unlocked through in-app purchases. However, that doesn't mean that it neglects that basic dictionary experience, and with solid audio pronunciation, spelling guides, voice searching, and more, it's much better than the thick old dictionaries. More images Dictionary.com: English words is the perfect
free link to search and get words on the go right in your pocket. Dictionary.com has more than 2 million definitions and synonyms. You can use this dictionary even offline, and the dictionary is optimized for use in your mobile device, and even has the support of the Apple Watch.Dictionary.com app enhances the vocabulary experience with various features such as word of the day, voice search, translations
in more than 25 languages, audio pronunciation, English spelling help, word etymology and history, and more. The app also has additional updates that can be unlocked with in-app purchases such as encyclopedias, medical and scientific dictionaries, suggestions, idiotic expressions, and more. Tom's Guide brings you the latest and greatest free apps for the iPhone, as well as the latest iPhone news and
art stories. And if you have any iPhone problems, you can check out some tips on the Toma Guide forums. Download View Relationships Between Words using webapp Visual Thesaurus, which displays synonyms, antonyms, adverbs, and adjectives for any particular search word. Enter the phrase in the search box. Your search term will appear in the center of the screen, and additional nodes will appear
to refer to related terms. Click on any of these nodes to dig deeper and get more word associations. Mouseover any knot to get a quick definition. Visual thesaurus is a powerful tool that quickly builds vocabulary. The only downside is that the app works for a limited number of requests and then you are asked to pay a $2.95/month fee. (Tip: Re-open the java application and you can work out an additional
search.) The previously mentioned VisuWords does almost the same thing (albeit slower) and is completely free. The Visuwords website identifies and displays the relationship between words in a fast and efficient... MoreVisual Thesaurus Your resume is not a place for modesty; This is a chance to show companies all the amazing things you have done and what you can do for them if given a chance. In
want to take the opportunity to spice things up a bit. Weak, vague, or over-used verbs can actually reduce the excellent work you did on your last job, so choose words that more accurately reflect what you're doing. It is very important to choose active, Industry verbs of action, said Linda Hollenback, a brand and career strategist who owns Philadelphia-based Hollenback Consulting. Well-chosen words of
lead action make the difference between emphasizing your skills and undermining your contribution. To help your credentials pack the maximum punch, monster monster list of strong action verbs to make your resume more powerful. Action Of The Verbs for Communication SkillsIn place: talked, led, presented Use: addressed, rewritten, convinced, made public, reconciled You can submit data and conduct
meetings throughout the day, but does that mean that you actually got your point through the audience? Simply saying that you have spoken to other people does not prove that you have achieved your goals. Stir the interest of the hiring manager using words that have a little more personality than the usual suspects. This may encourage him or her to want to meet you in person. For example, instead of
saying that you organized an insuduous meeting, say that you organized an out-of-house meeting. And instead of leading the meeting, you may have headed the meeting. Persuaded' is another great verb to use, says Christina Austin, founder of New York-based ExecBrands, a career branding firm, as it highlights a candidate's ability to influence others. More accurate words can also add a touch of
formality to your actions, she says. Words such as address or conforme can carry more weight than the general written or spoken. Action Verbs for Organizational SkillsIndeces: organized, ordered, filed use: catalogued, executed, controlled, workingD you organize the project and then leave? Probably not, so choose words that express how you organized and follow through with the project to the end. For
example, the executed says that you have seen it to the end. By focusing on a task rather than a task or the meaning of a task for an organization, a job seeker can limit the perceived value of his experience, Hollenback says. Instead of a swelled account of documents, it offers something more descriptive of your purpose, such as a controlled customer account. Actions Of The Glago for Management
SkillsIndest: Led, Processed, Managed Use: Consolidated, Appointed, Delegated, EstablishedLeaderal Experience is great for resumes. However, just saying that you have led a team not as powerful as saying that you have installed a team that indicates that you have taken the initiative to create something new . Words such as oversight hint that someone controls the job at a high level, but doesn't
necessarily actively participate in the project, said Andy Chan, co-founder of Prime Opt, a Seattle-based career coaching center. Choose words that reflect the true nature of your contribution. For example, he established a nine-member productivity team and delegated operational tasks to three junior managers. Each of these verb choices combines to give a hiring manager or recruiter an impression of
your work style, just be sure to avoid repetitions. Multiple repetitions of the word action reduce the effect of the word makes for a boring read, says Hollenbeck. Grab a dictionary or thesaurus if you feel stuck, and when you're done, be sure to have a trusted friend or colleague read over your resume to make sure it reads properly. This article originally appeared on Monster and and reprinted with permission.
Are you a writer? Or the word geek? If you write something or play games of words, dictionaries, thesaurus and other reference tools can come in handy. We found some useful standalone and online tools for keyword search, synonym search, or Scrabble.500. Dictionary and thesaurus programs and websites allow us to go beyond the dated, printed dictionary. You can find a lot more information online
without having to buy dictionaries and other guides. The following programs and websites provide useful tools for free. Offline desktop software follows programs in offline programs that you download and install on your computer. Some downloads can be large because programs include full dictionaries with a program for offline use. Ultimate Dictionary Ultimate Dictionary is a free dictionary program for
Windows that is easy to install and use. It contains a collection of about 61 dictionaries that includes dictionaries, thesaurs and glossaries, as well as references to English, Spanish, French and Polish. When you type a word into the Ultimate Dictionary search box, it searches for it in all the dictionaries it contains at once and provides meaning from each dictionary in which the word was found in the correct
glass. Results begin to appear when the word is entered with hints provided to match the words. Move quickly from one source of information to another (translations, encyclopedia entries, glossaries) by simply clicking on the Go to the Dictionary button and selecting a reference source from the list on the left. WordWeb WordWeb is a free dictionary program for Windows that provides a dictionary and
thesaurus. Every word is accompanied by synonyms, and where antonyms are available (a word meaning the opposite of the other word), meronyms (a word that calls a part of a larger whole; for example, a finger is a meronym of the hand), hypernym (a word that is more common than a word; for example, a car or airplane are hypernemen for more precise terms such as a Toyota Camry or Boeing 747) ( a
holonyma (a word that calls all that the word is). The hat is a holonim for edge and crown). WordWeb provides a keyboard shortcut that lets you search any word anywhere on your computer. By default, the Ctrl keyboard shortcut and the right click, but this can be changed in preferences. WordWeb also has access to online links that include Wikipedia, Wiktionary, and WordWeb Online, allowing access to
word definition online. You can also access a story or search for words, copy search results, and click on any word displayed in WordWeb to show the definition of the word. WordWeb is free, but they have a very unique licensing policy that you should to continue to use the free program. Otherwise, you should purchase WordWeb Pro, which includes 5000 more definitions and a lot of extra extra TheSage
English Dictionary and Thesaurus TheSage is a free standalone dictionary and thesaurus that contains a large dictionary of more than 210,000 definitions, as well as a complete thesaurus providing more than 1,400,000 relationships between definitions, including synonyms, antonyms, hyponyms, hypernyms, meronyms, bares, and more. TheSage has a tab interface that lets you search for a few words at
the same time. You can also search with wildcards and refer to the history of your search words. The program also integrates into the Windows context menu, providing quick access to definitions from almost anywhere in your computer. Other features include access to online links such as Wikipedia and Google (for definitions and translation), search anagram, real-time search engine, log integration
system, and the ability to run TheSage from a USB flash drive. LingoPad LingoPad is a free standalone dictionary for Windows, containing the German-English dictionary, as well as other dictionaries available for download. You can import your own dictionaries, identify your own, and create and edit word lists. The search feature allows you to search for the beginning, ending, or middle part of a word,
search for collocations, and view a list of the last words of the search. You can also use hotkey to search for a tagged word or word from the clipboard. There are direct links to search for words on Wikipedia and various search engines. NOTE: LingoPad is currently only available for Windows, but there will be no further development of LingoPad only for Windows in the near future. However, they plan to
develop a cross-platform version of LingoPad for Windows, Linux, and Mac OS X. Artha Dictionary Artha is a free, cross-platform (Windows and Linux), offline English thesaurus based on WordNet, which is a large, lexical English database developed at Princeton University. For each word you look up, possibly the relatives shown by Artha include Synonyms, Antonyms, Derivatives, Pertainyms (related
noun/verb), Attributes, Similar terms, Domain Terms, Entails (what the verb entails doing), Causes (what the verb causes to), Hypernyms (kind), Hyponyms (species), Holonyms (part). Each of these links leads you to define and follow a relative category. When you select a relative in Artha, its definition is scrolled and singled out for easy understanding. Arta starts searching as you start typing, displaying a
list of possible matches from what you've typed so far. If you miss the word search, Artha provides almost match offers. Once you run Artha, it sits in the tray system. You can search for words from any open window by selecting text and clicking on a pre-installed hotkey. When using hotkey, you can choose to artha show notice, or balloon tip, so you can quickly continue what you were doing. Artha keeps
the history of all your search terms and provides provides and the following buttons, so you can easily view your searches. Aard Dictionary Aard Dictionary is a free standalone dictionary and thesaurus program that allows you to search for meanings for complex words with multiple dictionaries in multiple languages. You can add more than 50 different dictionaries to your database. Some of its features
include on-the-fly search and filtering capabilities, the ability to view history or recent searches, the ability to zoom in on and out of content, and a quick search for words. For words found on Wikipedia using the Aard dictionary, you'll see the full article, and you can save the Wikipedia article as an HTML document on your local hard drive. The Aard Dictionary also provides many keyboard shortcuts for those
of you who prefer to use the keyboard over your mouse for navigation. GoldenDict is a free, feature-rich standalone dictionary program for Windows and Linux. It supports multiple dictionaries formats such as Babylon, StarDict and WordNet. You can also search for words on Wikipedia, Wiktionary, or any other MediaWiki-based websites using GoldenDict. It also supports the search and listening of
pronunciation through a pronunciation guide forvo.com. You can search for words selected in other apps, or translate the word from the clipboard using hotkeys. Lingoes Lingoes is a free, easy-to-use dictionary and text translation program that offers search dictionary, full text translation and pronunciation of words in more than 80 languages. You can also select text in other programs and windows and use
a combination of keys to have Lingoes to display the results for your chosen text. Lingoes provides free dictionaries, thesaurus and encyclopedias for download and allows you to customize them yourself. In addition to using standalone dictionaries, you can also use online dictionary services and encyclopedias such as Wikipedia. Lingoes also includes tools and links such as currency converter,
international set codes, international time zone converter, weight and measures, and more. You can download additional tools, information, games and shortcuts. Mobysaurus Thesaurus Mobysaurus Thesaurus is a free, offline, English thesaurus program that contains 30,260 roots and more than 2.5 million synonyms. It offers results as you type, keeps your look up the story, and allows you to bookmark
your favorite words and phrases. You can also search the word wildcards, search the web for results, print out the results, and copy the results to the clipboard. Mobysaurus Thesaurus is free, but they ask you to sign up for a key license. It doesn't cost anything. Sign up for your forum to get a license key that's been good for six months. After that, you need to go back to your site, get a new license key for
another six months. A year after the initial registration, you can return to the site and get a permanent, non-expiring license key. Mobysaurus Thesaurus requires at least .NET Framework 2.0 to run. NOTE: You can also Mobysaurus Thesaurus but you still need to register on the DonationCoder.com website to obtain a license key. CleverKeys CleverKeys is a free tool that allows you to access definitions on
Dictionary.com, synonymous with Thesaurus.com, facts on Reference.com, and more from just about any Windows or Mac OS X program, such as word processors, web browsers and email programs. Some cleverKeys features include the ability to add their own URLs, very customizable hotkeys, and the ability to open CleverKeys results in a new window. CleverKeys works with most modern web
browsers, including Firefox, Chrome and Internet Explorer. Online Following websites provide online dictionaries and other reference materials. Dictionary.com Dictionary.com is a free, online dictionary that is part of the Reference.com website (with Thesaurus.com as well) and is an interactive and reliable source of word meaning and use. With 50 million users worldwide accessing the site every month, this
is the largest and most reputable free online dictionary and mobile reference resource. Dictionary.com can also be used on mobile platforms including Android, iPhone, iPad, BlackBerry, Windows Phone, Nook and Kindle Fire. TheFreeDictionary.com Free Dictionary is the most complete, free, online dictionary with dictionaries available in many languages and other types of dictionaries available, such as
medical, legal and financial dictionaries. It also contains thesaurus, acronyms and acronyms, idioms, an encyclopedia, a literary reference library and a search engine. You can also make a Free Dictionary your own homepage and customize it by adding and deleting, dragging and falling, and using or losing existing content windows. You can also add your own bookmarks, weather information, horoscope,
and RSS feeds from anywhere on the internet. You can access the definitions on a free dictionary from almost any app on your computer by installing a free desktop assistant for Windows. Then just highlight the word, click Alt and left tap the mouse, and definition displays. You can also install add-ons in Firefox, Chrome, Internet Explorer and Safari that make access to the free dictionary quick and easy
from almost any other web page. Wiktionary Wiktionary is a free, multilingual dictionary that is a lexical companion of Wikipedia. It includes thesaurus, rhyme guides, conversation books, language statistics and extensive applications, as well as additional, clarifying information in definitions such as etymology, pronunciation, sample quotations, synonyms, antonyms and translations. Wiktionary is a wiki, so
you can edit it. However, before you contribute, don't forget some Help pages, since Wiktionary does things differently than other wikis, and they have some strict criteria. Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary is free free based on the printed version of the Merriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary®, eleventh edition. The online dictionary includes the main list of A-Ya
Collegiate Dictionary, as well as abbreviations, foreign words and phrases, biographical names and geographical names of sections of this book. Oxford Dictionaries Online Oxford Dictionaries Online is a free website that offers a comprehensive, current English dictionary, information that will help you write better puzzles and games, and language blog. It also contains the latest bilingual dictionaries in
French, German, Italian and Spanish. They also offer a premium website, Oxford Dictionaries Pro (42 pounds a year), which has more than 350,000 definitions, 600,000 synonyms and antonyms, and more than 1.9 million examples of use, all linked sensibly and seamlessly, audio pronunciation, example suggestions, advanced search for puzzles, puzzle solving, and specialized language resources for
writers and language editors. Collins Dictionary Official Online Collins Dictionary contains more than 1 million entries, and provides free access to definition of words, translations and examples. There is also a section where you can play word games such as crossword puzzles and cryptic crossword puzzles, use their Scrabble Checker, and learn from their top 10 Crossword tips and top 10 scrabble tips.
They also provide a widget that allows you to place Collins English Dictionary, French Dictionary, Spanish Dictionary, German Dictionary or Italian Dictionary on your website or blog. Word-Net Online Word-Net Online is a free, English dictionary and thesaurus that offers definitions, synonyms, antonyms, hypernyms, hyponyms, meronyms, holonyms, derivative forms and sentence samples. They also offer
free dictionary and thesaurus programs for Windows desktop. Install a program and search for any word or term on WordNet-Online directly from your desktop. OneLook OneLook is a free dictionary site that can be seen as a search engine for words and phrases. When you look up a word on OneLook, you are directed to web dictionaries that define or translate that word. The OneLook search engine
indexes more than five million words in more than 1,000 online dictionaries. You can also use OneLook to find a word when you only have a part of it, similar to a crossword puzzle. Enter the pattern using letters and wildcards and? to display a list of words that match your template. If you type a word and choose Find translations, OneLook displays a list of dictionary websites that translate the word into
other languages. OneLook can be customized to how you work as well. OneLook also has an interesting feature called the Reverse Dictionary. This allows you to describe the concept and get a list of words and phrases associated with this concept. You can enter a few words, a sentence, a question, or even a single word. results are obtained if you keep the typed phrase short and the best matches
matches shown the first place in the list of results. Urban Dictionary Urban Dictionary is a web dictionary of slang words and phrases written and appreciated by site visitors (who voted up or down) and regulated by volunteer editors. As of September 6, 2012, it contained 6,743,306 definitions. Visitors to Urban Dictionary can submit definitions without registration, but they must provide a valid email address.
All new definitions must be approved by the editors. Once approved, the records become the property of the city dictionary. Definitions in the City Dictionary are intended for slang or ethnic cultural words, phrases and other terms not found in standard dictionaries. Most words have multiple definitions and include examples of use. metaGlossary MetaGlossary.com is a comprehensive, highly organized
dictionary and glossary. It is the world's largest constantly updated repository of information, collected by definitions from across the web. MetaGlossary accurately extracts the meanings of the terms and phrases it finds on the Internet and provides you with brief, direct explanations of terms and phrases. Values are also organized based on theme and use. Special dictionary programs and websites In our
search for useful standalone and online dictionaries, thesaurus and other reference tools, we have also stumbled upon some dictionary programs and websites that serve specific purposes, such as a dictionary that defines only computer terms, a dictionary of crossword puzzles, and several Scrabble dictionaries and word search. The Smadi Computer Dictionary Computer Dictionary is a reference tool with
a very simple interface in which you can find over 86,000 computer and technological acronyms and their definitions. Crossinary Crossinary is a dictionary program for Windows that will help you create and solve crossword puzzles and other word puzzles. It contains over a quarter of a million English words (including some proper nouns) and allows you to quickly search for a massive list to find all the words
that fit the pattern, such as g-something-something-k. The free Scrabble Dictionary Free Scrabble Dictionary is a free tool to help you find definitions and find words to use when playing Scrabble. They have tens of thousands of words and half a million definitions. You can also use the free Scrabble dictionary to play other word games such as Words with Friends, Scramble with Friends, and Hanging Out
with Friends. You can also use Hasbro Scrabble Dictionary and Word Builder and Word Finder websites to help you play word games such as Scrabble®, Lexulous, Wordscraper, Scrabulous, Anagrammer, Literati, Text Twist, Ju Wordsmble and Words with Friends. If you have found any useful dictionary, thesaurus, or reference resources or other dictionaries and tools to play games of words that are not in
this let us know. Yes I know. Yes I know.
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